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Dead Ends
Teresa Harwood
Some doors must shut: we’re called to say goodbye.
The past can never be quite recovered.
The moments fade to memory, most lost.
The day I made my Grandma coconut cake,
Dressed all in pink, she laughed. Her favorite things.
We sang her “Happy Birthday,” but death hovered.
I don’t remember what all she said
But I remember cake, pink, and laughter sweet.
And I remember that she wore that hat,
For some reason. I think to keep her warm...
The past can never be quite recovered-So off to college, moving on in life
I made new friends and faked a cheery smile.
But room I had to make to mourn and grieve,
Home beckoned me back with a bitter call
But she who would comfort me was not there.
Again I made coconut cake for her
All dressed in pink, I walked toward the table,
Her chair was empty, void of all laughter.
The past can never be quite recovered.
I left her house and all her belongings,
For my grief held me and forced me to go.
Once that was my favorite place to stay.
But no matter how hard I now may try,
I cannot pry the door open.
The door has shut, and I am forced to say goodbye.
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Morning Commute
Silas Tippens
A few minutes into my morning commute
I had forgotten we can all read minds.
So my thought faucet ran up my brain bill
Spewing a membraneous mess inside.
I didn’t notice ‘til I parked the car
And smelled the fumes from under the hood.
I frantically thought of cats and cookies
To clean up the mess, but it did no good.
So I ditched the car and snuck into work,
Though I knew my hopes and dreams would be seen
Swirled amidst my self-doubt and worries
Like creamer mixed in bitter cups of caffeine.
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Be Thou My Vision
Aubrianna Pennington
Be thou my vision
Be my vision, my sugar plum fairy vision
My Technicolor daydream
Be to me an idol in my image
Be thou my vision
Oh Lord of my heart
Manipulate my lack of solidity
Lord of me; ever-changing
My heart is something of a whore
Be thou my vision
Be my rose-colored glasses
My softly shaded spectacles
Be thou my vision, something outside of myself
For I cannot see
Spit on me, rub dirt on me, do not listen to me
Only promise to BE
Thou my vision, oh great I AM of my heart
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Old Friends
Drew Lattner
When do friends become old?
The expiration date on a box of cookies,
Stale and crunchy, but I ate them anyways,
Or,
Buried safe, under earth and mountain,
Antiquities, a priceless memory,
But, we are all adults now.
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from the vantage point of window on staircase to apt 214
Molly Hulsey
brown linoleum
stairwells resound
in the echo of october dreamlessness—
seamlessness
whipping
around
this
not-quite void past
midnight like
some frightened fiend
clown;
fish-scale clouds found
and clapping together;
condensation jostling
to cover up that
hard dark—
windy abscess
town
clouding with patch-work
perishing even
as we speak,
while we perceive
the ticks on the car clock,
and count ourselves weak—
washed
in whimpering glows,
dust flows,
dirty kiosk circuits
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disconnecting
flickering
lost,
and incomplete in
point-blank
bars sunk
along city
side streets.
muddled men sallow with puzzle-piece pride
in cheap-suit cigars;
smoke signals roiling
up from the heat;
faintly perceived clicking of silent mental
movies stuck on repeat
and always
in translation.
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Birthday Nightmare
Sarah Perri
Yesterday I threw fifteen CD’s off the mountain,
But it felt like I was throwing off bits of myself.
Last night I was covered in barbed wire and burning.
I ripped off every last strand while trying desperately to save my
skin.
This is what I’m afraid of:
of heights
of heels
of eyes
of hands
that aren’t my own
but then again, I’m scared of my own fingers and poison ivy and
losing my nana and
never actually falling in love.
And I hate how I look at every face and see what’s out of place, so
that’s why
I won’t take your hand.
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Crystal Heart
Hunter Rasmussen
the dawn ties up my bicep
the day smacks my forearm
and the blind stick me with
their words and events
so pronoun-conscious, first,
I turn at myself in glass: me
dark face and falling
downward where often I lie
still they stick me precisely
and a few murmurs rise
smoke out from my lips
and mind beats down spirit
in chagrin the proud victim
stands, innocence coded in
self-abasement; yet your
tears do not save, only drown
one touch on my shoulder
and erratic pulses shoot
one word on my back
and sink to the carpet
why am I so two-legged?
I can barely stand; I wish
my friends didn’t give me meth
maybe I am to blame
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Laughing with Detachment
Rachel Krumenacker
Outside it pours, offal from a hurricane pirouetting up the coast,
though my house sits far inland, near a mildewy half-moon of woods,
where neighbors who have never seen my face, though I know theirs,
pass by my window in their cars.
Over the rain, I hear my roommates’ screechy giggles
from across the house and stifle my own laugh,
not as tenderness for their joy,
but because laughter heard from the outside
sounds like no more than a series of ‘huh, huh, huh, hee,’
or other assorted vowels made in the throat, and could we hear ourselves laugh
with true detachment, remove ourselves from the now,
I think we would be embarrassed for these
inarticulate sounds we make. I think of this often,
over meals, at parties, and the other spaces where I find myself
listening to others’ laughs.
Of course, there is something to be said for the fact
I am always analyzing the laughter of others from a different room,
and not in that room with them.
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Racing Bikes Down a Hill
Alex Wheat
Remember when we were faster than the wind?
We kicked our feet towards the blurred ground and they came back
to us in circles
A thousand circles, faster and faster
Our knuckles bled white, wrapped around bent metal
Settle tents of clouds trapped, tight sped chuckles
Hours faster and faster, a thousand circles
They will never come back to us, blurred, ticked their feet
Remember when we were faster than the wind?
We kept our elbows out and tight, like bull horns raging to the red flag
Heads sunk low, the heads of the bulls
Our hair flapping furiously in the constant wind felt long again
Vain the song that comes again flapping furiously in our memory
Of mountains rising higher, the heads of arrows
Narrow the space between us, cured, our vacant seats.
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Ditch on Lingerfelt Rd.
Charles Duble
The ditch had been there longer than the road.
It wound along side it,
and at times under.
We spent hours in that ditch.
Building dams,
breaking shovels,
and ducking when his parents heard them snap.
Searching for some depth at which we might find
An ephemeral rift into the past,
A subterranean summer salvation.
Always expecting to find nothing,
But digging anyway - in hopes an arrow or a bone
would emerge from that sanguine sediment.
You can imagine the disbelief,
When the Confederate six pounder
rolled out of the “retaining wall” of our entrenchment
We ignored his mother’s shouting
about explosive civil war shells.
No - we went out on parade;
And our ditch,
we left behind.
I saw it there today,
twelve years after the fact.
his old man,
Probably still ornery about the shovels.
19

The Rhythm of Our Symphony
Lake McGinty
Nothing incites me as the reverberating tones of her laugh
The silent lays of her smile cease the rhythms of my heart
Yet shrill fear etched honestly upon her composition and
Deep vistas of her gloom rend my grieving soul amply apart
The chorus rises in astounding praise in sight of true glee
Resonating beauty and perfection on her stunning form
And still the hidden mourning and unseen terror beat as drums
Undertones of baritones sung, an untold secret lay sworn
Light as feelings erupt in sounds fully freed as truth revealed
Her past in my loving open mind now clean, clear, forgiven
No longer searching for wasted bars, longing for further time
Our concerto now full, complete, all truth honestly given
Symphony of love holds no pause for lies, secrets between strings
Her past is your future duet, your Solace in empathy
Two sovereigns form a ballad in free loving harmony
Fear, pain, no concern remain, now but amorous sympathy
Love only shown in grand understanding
The symphony only in compassion
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Drowning Peter
Greer McCollum
The day comes on like the early morning rain.
And the drops pluck the lake like soft paddle strokes in the shallows,
cautious of disturbing the sediments.
My thoughts are as they are:
individual and crisp in patterned circles across the surface,
masking the murky depths.
Each splash is a teardrop in reverse,
thousands of which create a mirage of concrete.
And my mind can walk all over the surface like a waterbug
until the rain lets up and I become a
drowning Peter,
descending to the depths.
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“Lightly men talk of saying what they mean. Often when he was teaching me to write in Greek
the Fox would say, ‘Child, to say the very thing
you really mean, the whole of it, nothing more
or less or other than what you really mean;
that’s the whole art and joy of words.’
A glib saying. When the time comes to you at
which you will be forced at last to utter the
speech which has lain at the center of your
soul for years which you have, all that time, idiot-like, been saying over and over, you’ll not
talk about the joy of words. I saw well why the
gods do not speak to us openly, nor let us answer. Till that word can be dug out of us, why
should they hear the babble that we think we
mean? How can they meet us face to face till
we have faces?”
—C.S. Lewis, Till We Have Faces

evening on a coast
Carrie Mixon
The tea glass is too warm to hold long,
sticky to touch -does sugar soak through glass
or do my palms sweat in its heat,
so close against the cold?
Ah, ah, ah, the sea sighs
behind the radio’s fast Arabic cry
for a long-awaited goal as the waves’ slow pounding
echoes on long-enduring shores.
The lights are off in this snack banda;
only from the kitchen and TV and spotlights
come the shadows,
flickering and dark on the sand.
Away, away,
like a distant coast,
are the lights of the fishing boats.
And I leave my glass,
mint leaves heavy and dark on the bottom.
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Stop, Don’t Think; Or: The ‘I’ in This Poem is Not Necessarily Me
Matthias Overos

The needle lifts, drops,
Crackles, and commences.
A vinyl; how antique.
She says, “I love Mozart.
Isn’t he exquisite?
How, like some primordial being
Aligning the Heavens,
He places the notes
Like someone who actually knows
The power of the string?”
A punctual spasm as her phone begins to ring.
The sound of electric gurgling from where I sit.
“Oh no,” she says into the phone,
“Shakespeare is bliss!
But I’d prefer an early comedy;
The one about errors... what’s it called?”
I’m too tired to be appalled,
I’m too tired to feign offense.
I offer her a cigarette.
She holds the phone,
“Oh, no,
I prefer hand-rolled.”
My involuntary grin unfolds
At the drollness of her boldness.
Minutes pass; we walk upon the street,
“How sweet!”
(Whatever that means)
“Is the air!”
I have no idea what I’m doing here.
Yet don’t we all
Suppose the world’s a novel
That we must unravel
Through annotations
24

And chanting ancient incantations
To make sense of the senseless?
And we can say that experience
Was Pynchon-esque or Kafka-esque
To help explain the mysterious;
But when we address
This world like a literary enigma,
(It repeats in her head:
“A way a lone a last a loved a long the-”
Stop; Don’t Think)
Mozart will become muddled in Mysticism,
And Shakespeare will be a God we never know,
And the Cigarettes will always be Hand-Rolled,
And the Air, though we live in dirty cities,
Will be sweet.
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shapes (a poem written using the iOS QuickType feature)
Matt Schminke
sorry
no matter what you do,
do that for me, I have to
go home now.
I’m going to sleep
for the rest of my life
and the sun is the most
beautiful in the morning and
I don’t think that I can see my hands
too much for me
I was just thinking.
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Genocidal Heart
Brad Assaraf
Your breath’s been betrayed by brittle clay Now we breathe and see in part.
So I grieve the gardens gone astray
And my genocidal heart.
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Why I Mow Lawns
Will Friesen
I paid for the gold pass
so I could bring friends,
and sneak lemon yogurt on thundering bends.
I’ve tasted the park,
and each of the treats,
these coasters, lovelies and clowns with big feet.
But novel wore thin and then it was gone,
I’m left with a vacuum
and a need to mow lawns.
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The Waiting Room
Sarah Lyons
The waiting room feels like eternity
A nurse says, “Sorry for the long delay.
Your questions will be answered, wait and see.”
The sterile, white-washed walls all laugh at me
for they reside here every single day.
The waiting room feels like eternity.
The other patients shift impatiently,
uncomforted by magazine displays.
Your questions will be answered, wait and see.
Fluorescent light enhance the pale degree
of faces wanting more than earth’s decay.
The waiting room feels like eternity.
The clock speeds up; I face reality.
The nurse’s words are much to my dismay:
Your questions will be answered, wait and see.
The doctor calls me back disarmingly;
I follow him, but wish that I could stay.
The waiting room is not eternity.
Your questions will be answered, come and see.
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The Unsung Poets
Luke Harvey
When daylight dies I’ll join their unsung songs,
Their poems heard by few throughout the years –
With them my verse will sing forever-long.
The lines of him who poverty did wrong,
His mourning songs a cry that shortage seared –
When daylight dies I’ll join his unsung songs.
With him who feared his work was not yet strong
And stifled it to satisfy his fears –
With him my verse will sing forever-long.
And she whose songs were drowned beneath the throng
Of voices clamoring for listening ears –
When daylight dies I’ll join her unsung songs.
And you, my friend, whose works will wash along
With time’s sure ebb and flow in meager years –
With you my verse will sing forever-long.
Yet sing! write! cry! for life’s too short a song
Demanding voices singing moments dear.
When daylight dies we’ll join our unsung songs
With theirs: Our verse will sing forever-long.
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Petition for the Image
Taylor Thornburg
A vast, high wall of deep and yawning space
Is one day plastered on, an image old;
A scene of saintly figures, halos gold,
Bright glow of heaven like a tight embrace.
Upon the next day, I returned to face
Mounted frame where luminous scene was told.
My heart and eyes alike did ache. “It sold,”
They said, “For better work will fill its place.”
Behold! A panel, pale and dry, of text,
Of words so wrestled high and low by men
Who spawned an earthly logos from the Door.
Aesthetics suffer, with visual power next;
The heavenly Logos moves both eye and ear,
So grant, I beg, the image space again.
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ENG380 Hangover
Jonathan Moore
Nothing shall outlive this powerful rhyme;
The Poet’s pen through age and wave remains.
This work’s not for today but for all time.
My freshman year I hear that words do more
Than just connote. That makes sense. Even so,
Nothing shall outlive this powerful rhyme.
But then next year I hear the Author’s dead!
The arbitrary code’s what’s laid him down.
This work’s not for all time but for today.
Now connotations swirl and contexts stream:
It’s opium; it’s culture; it’s a dream.
Shall everything outlive this powerful rhyme?
The earth gives way, the criticism stings.
We long to hear called from this desert land,
“This work’s not for today but for all time.”
The Word to context and to culture came,
Yet through the ages here this hope remains:
Nothing shall outlive his powerful rhyme.
His work is for today and for all time.
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walker county, ia
Eliot Kaufmann
a parade on county highway w35,
a hushed child holds on to
her father’s
arm.
one float,
men in sunglasses shoulder it, their eyes
shielded from the setting september
sun.
young hands grab shovels, silently
scooping dust onto
dust.
blisters and blood and
strawberry blonde raise a song, they are
the angel choir of the
yellow hills.
but I am sunned, chaffed,
wicked alive.
I am rented, borrowed.
I am spring corn, suckling pig, scarecrow, and
sprout.
this is my hymn.
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I still keep maps inside my car
Elisabeth Trefsgar
All kinds of maps, battered, stained,
Marked for trips I never took
Or ever planned on taking.
Maps leading to places I’ve been:
Up the long arm of the east coast
Through the cradle of Vermont
To the mountain in Maine
Where the sun rose in November
And we were there to see it.
Maps of Georgia, Tennessee,
Familiar roads, familiar places.
A map of Pennsylvania
Belonging to my father when he was my age
And still learning to read those intersecting lines
Which take you anywhere and nowhere all at once.
Maps of strange places—
Utah, which I’ve never seen,
But know how to get to.
All the maps remain,
Folded in the passenger door,
A corner of California
Peeking out from one side,
So that even if life as we know it
Comes to a sudden halt—
Don’t press the brakes too hard,
My father used to say—
I will always have
Somewhere to go.
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Violence of a Sunrise
Joseph Klingman
Darkness.
A dim red slit through the far side of the sphere
Glowing, swelling
Turning liquid the black as if cast iron melted down
Bulging vessels of red blood burst into the empty
and fill it with heat
The gaping cave must open to usher forth its king
the night staggers back cold and lifeless blue before it
And suddenly
Blinding sphere within shape within shapeless sphere within
Light!
Clouds of pure, hard, violent light stream forth as though from a bomb
Streaming, stripping the walls of paint now on fire with morning
And I a knee-dweller
Caught unprepared in a shockwave
feel my old body ripping out from me
like a dragon’s skin
My bones and sinews now transfused with the bleeding sun
burning down every organ without regard.
Through violence I am made clean.
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“At some point you have to believe that the inadequacies of the words you use will be transcended by the faith with which you use them.
You have to believe that poetry has some reach
into reality itself, or you have to go silent.”
—Christian Wimen, My Bright Abyss

holding on
Teresa Harwood
although i’d clumsily hold my chances
climbing the magnolia slowly and carefully
while clinging to the bottom branch which held
firmly in place, so i’d be safe though bored,
jenny would race toward the tip top branches
as naturally as a bird and as gracefully.
up my acrobat sister surrendered
safety for fun. i’d look down, not forward.
she was a bird, but i was a coward.
she floated, and i fell, dirt scraping knees
and filling mouth; fear’s actuality.
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A Celestial Stare
Silas Tippens
God and I locked eyes,
But it’s hard to look into the face of whom you fear.
So instead, I gazed at the throne beneath Him;
The ulterior motive for my wicked heart to draw near.
God himself broke the stare as well,
For it’s hard to look into the face of a disappointing son.
So instead, he gazed at Jesus within me
Who’s changing my heart ‘til we hold staring contests for fun.
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Call Me Carnival
Aubrianna Pennington
I am the mirror on the carousel,
The reflection of the characters spinning around me,
The string of spun sugar that escapes on the wind
Insubstantial, dissolving easily into the warm, wet night.
The swings swing high, the swings swing low,
Mustachioed Madame, will you dance with me?
Strong man, sad man, mad man am I.
A waltz born out of sweet necessity,
Stop for a moment, I have neon light in my eyes.
Do you know of somewhere else we could go?
Spin me like a Ferris wheel.
Over and under, round and around them all.
Call me Carnival.
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May 26, Midnight; or The Joy of a Greenlight
Drew Lattner
The air has forgotten the day, brush past my arm,
Cooling into a tunnel where I barrel down,
The sheer pleasure of swift travel, where,
Many times before, I sat in the sweltering heat,
The sunlight fried as fumes resurrect off the tarmac,
Now, it is cool and dark, the only lights are green,
Sequential markers, becoming more infrequent as
I travel home.
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long division problem/remainders
Molly Hulsey
saw two intimate strangers
in coach of airplane
re-enacting the
illusion of
face - vase
silhouette
spilled so
both
stand at least
half full and
neither empty,
clicking so close and yet, oh so far
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Tennessee 27
Sarah Perri
There’s been a wreck on my interstate since 8am.
Hazardous heart bits.
Overturned body in the right lane.
Please find alternate route.
It’s true I am in a state of inter-In between child-like faith and a mature cynicism.
I sit at a yellow light
Or speed through and kiss the top of my car.
Sometimes I get cocky because I haven’t really had an accident,
At least not on the road.
Most of the time I’m smashed like a glistening golden egg yolk-Pretty, but pretty damaged.
Yet this morning commute mutes my anxieties.
It makes me feel like I’m going somewhere,
If only for the forty-five minute travel time.
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Don’t Ever Read This Poem Again
Hunter Rasmussen
A song is sung only once,
and each sunset is a circle I can’t square.
A string flings out its waves
and the air stills; only neurons keep quivering.
I tried to keep a dancer in a bottle,
but she suffocated on the melody gone stale.
The rich golden fruit savored on my tongue
rotted in my mouth along with my words.
A thousand waves are rolled across Lake Superior
by an uncommissioned sculptor, Heraclitean exhibit.
I didn’t trust beauty could survive unless I tamed it;
even now, twelve lines betray my fledgling faith.
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Mom and Dad
Rachel Krumenacker
Charybdis, who vomits her wet, emotional interior
onto anyone that gets too close,
fancies herself as victim, when she is monster.
Scylla will only swallow you, your future, whole.
Choose the lesser to sail by.
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Texts Between Friends Concerning an Approaching Storm
Alex Wheat
It’s about to storm
What kind of storm?
The kind that announces itself from a distance
Flashes of blue and yellow
Hmm the sun i’the moon
The sun left and the moon hasn’t shown itself
The taps on the tin gutters
Tink tink tink
The slippery oracle speaks his sharpest words
Tink tink tink
Bidding me to come out and meet him
This light beckoning, growing impatient
Tink tink tink
I go without shoes, answering his song
His polite knock now in rhythm with my steps
A warm kiss to my toes
A soft kiss, a wet kiss, a familiar kiss
How quiet my lover grows as the distance increases from our
meeting place
Soon enough I see him no longer, but his path is clearly marked.
It is then that I awaken and open my eyes.
Tink tink tink
The faucet leaks onto the tin drain
Tink tink
The shower bleeds hot water on me
Tink.
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Epistle to Poetry - From Within the Confines of a Lecture
Charles Duble
Dear Poetry,
I’m not sure why
but everyone here is trying to define you.
I’m not sure how well they know you,
Or if they’ll mislabel you.
But I feel you’ll be misunderstood.
They call you a container,
A vessel for some artistic epiphany.
A tool, a canvas,
a battlefield for words to march on.
No.
Nor are you a friend,
Or a companion to walk with side by side.
Not an emotional outpouring,
Or an avenue of love and desire.
You are the disjointed ramshackle ramblings of the poet.
The poet who abuses you and flaunts you.
The poet who doesn’t deserve you.
The disciple who doesn’t listen,
The Christ that makes no sacrifice,
And then spits upon you.
Poets are selfish.
And poetry You remain a captive.
Scratching tallies on the wall.
Counting the haikus,
The “roses are red”s,
The “violets are blue”
When after all - violets are purple.

Tell Me the Good News First
Greer McCollum
Four-and-a-half hours of blood soaked asphalt
is condensed into a news headline provided to me—
complimenting my morning coffee.
So, detained in quotations are indignant witnesses,
and the wailings of a mother, brother, sister, lover
are confined to paragraph-long descriptions.
I think I see: the Holy Ghost hovers over the body:
lines on a monitor,
like taking pictures behind a window screen,
pixilated and blurry, hardly recognizable.
I sit under the weight of His glory,
the bread shaking on its platter
and the wine palpitating in its glass-fuzzy like the buzzing of a broken antenna.
Still, casting His crown of thorns to the street,
He proclaims,
“This is my body,
and this is my blood,
shed for you.”
But it blossoms into a path of bleeding roses
leading to a threatened memorial.
A sip of coffee dissonance,
toast to forgotten significance.
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it’s for the quiet that i rise
Carrie Mixon
It’s for the quiet that I rise
Dim in morning light to stand
In the stillness for a while
In the golden strand
suspended
From sunken slumber, wake my bones
Shake these marrows to the light
Which in sleeping were mere stones
Now, for mercy, spring alive
animated
In the morning when I rise.
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“I read in a book once that a rose by any other name would smell as sweet, but I’ve never
been able to believe it. I don’t believe a rose
WOULD be as nice if it was called a thistle or a
skunk cabbage.”
—L.M. Montgomery, Anne of Green Gables

Recollection of a Dream That Occurred on August 22 2015
Matthias Overos
In the Garden sat Alan Watts.
He sang a song of Cat Stevens.
Two souls I could care less for.
Even so, I asked,
“Why are you singing a song of Cat Stevens?”
He replied,
“I am Cat Stevens.”
I laughed, and said,
“No you aren’t. You are Alan Watts.”
To which he said,
“I am who I am, whoever I will to be.”
And I to him:
“What about me? Can I be who I will to be?”
All I got was a nod, and he continued singing.
So I sat, looking around (the foliage was all green, no death yet).
I began to sing along to the song of Cat Stevens.
Suddenly, without full comprehension, I became Cat Stevens.
I said,
“I’ve done it, I am Cat Stevens!”
So Alan Watts, Cat Stevens, and I, all one, sang a song.
And a great mystery lost a layer of enigma.
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hi
Matt Schmincke
my day is going well and
look at all the beautiful shapes and
yes I had the same dream last night and
look the sun is perfectly bright today and
yes my day is going well and
wow everything is beautiful and
yes my day is going well and
I just wanted to say hi
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Kisses and Cuts
Brad Assaraf
We waged war against the west,
Like lilies brighter than Solomon’s dress,
Until an arrow sunk into your chest.
You split wide open like a flower bud
And in my hand, bow and quiver rest.
Even if my draw was just,
Even if we laughed at lust,
Even if my heart was not a husk,
There would be no shortage of blood.
I am he who kisses then cuts.
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Octogenarian
Will Friesen
I only need an old bucket
and linoleum,
and a cigarette before the
auditorium.
Last year I was salaried, now I’m cloaked
in beige.
Last year was the last year I remembered
my age.
It wasn’t my fault, I worked
without rest.
But I cleaned out my desk and now
I clean desks.
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Trail Poem
Luke Harvey
Oh woodland walker watch your pace
And let your steps be slow,
The course of life’s a backwards race
The runner’s first to go.
Oh trailing traveler watch not time
But how your time is spent
Amongst the trees and mountain thyme
Where slowly time’s dispensed.
Oh passing pilgrim taste the air
And feel the forest’s breath,
And exhale all the fickle cares
That speed the steps of death.
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Hiding Spirit
Luke Harvey
The Spirit hides in eyes,
Behind greys, greens, blues;
Curtains of color,
Concealers of truth
And of lies.
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Spiritual Slumber
Taylor Thornburg
Oh sleep, the comforter and nightly death
Of battered souls and heavy, life-worn eyes
Does occupy my ponderings and sighs;
Desire for slumber haunts my every breath.
The siren’s song of sloth has endless depth
And soon it seems to verify the lies
Which bind my limbs with chains I can’t untie,
But soon my yoke to sin lays me to rest.
I weep, dense tears leak from my broken soul
In grief of goodness lost in love for sleep.
And then He grasps my hand while holy light
Floods through my eyes and wakes me from the deep.
My wretchedness did sacrifice my whole,
Yet He Himself did save me from the Night.
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Return Trip
Joseph Klingman
One day we’ll all be old
and this night will escape our words.
Smell of a grey-carpeted family van
borrowed from two decades ago
Some music playing like a torch dropped down a cavern
Echoing lights in an endless fall.
Six of us full on food we didn’t really want
more than we needed more of us.
Half of us more than half gone
Cradled in a two-stroke lullaby.
The city outside my window
Ambermint nebula in the open dark
Beckoning me to jump, headlong
Off the side of this mountain
Which calls itself our home.
Beauty falling prey to the quiet
Innocence nodding
Almost falling on my shoulder
But she’s just awake enough
to keep that from happening.
Too far out under the moonsky
All fine threads of conversation
Declared lost to the hazy dusk
Just enough sense left to gaze.
One day we won’t really remember why we went out.
The ghost of that one song will swell up
and loose a few tears for the nights we’ve
let slip beyond our brakelights.

No words, and soon after, no sounds
And soon after, no images.
Only the nova glow left-behinds
of burst hearts and held tongues.
But we’ll know this
Even as we forget
We are still made here.
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All Wrapped Up
Jonathan Moore
With online shopping, hurry up and wait;
I check my mail several times a day.
But when the box arrives at my front gate,
I tear into the stuff without delay.
Before the prize was simply what I’d bought
But then one misstep showed me a new sound.
I dropped the contents of the box I’d bought,
And reached for sheets of bubbles on the ground.
Since then I’ve ordered just for the wrapping,
Than for the contents boxes hold within.
Enabled by your one-click ordering,
Addiction’s easy when it’s on a whim.
I think I’ve got a problem: I can’t stop.
I can’t resist that satisfying pop.
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Conversation With Grandma Through a Breathing Tube
Shannon Hunt
I waddled behind you with my thumb like a swollen raisin
in my mouth.
Your weight swooped towards the
wall of photos and then back onto
your cane and I noticed the only reason your
ass had any shape was because of the adult diapers
I bought last week
As you sat in your corner I pulled my thumb
from my cheek and stretched my spine
to normal length so I could say:
		Are you scared
First a statement, then a question.
			
		?
Before you tried an answer
I fidgeted with the scabs on my 20-year old knees
I think it’s important so I ask again
because your answer got lost
in the breathing tube
You, in a helium whisper:
No, but I could use a hug
Then our bodies embrace
To form a period,
the one at the end of the sentence:
it is finished
.
and I struggle to ask if you’ll ever,
Will you ever know?

Rocking
Teresa Harwood
Though time has turned,
The clock has rung
But here I sit
One word on tongue.
My hair is grey
My rocker pulls
Me back and forth
I am a fool,
For here I am
Fifty years gone
And I’m still torn
Rocking upon
Love that jerks me
Ever forward
But love from which
I must backward.
Your name upon my tongue
Your smile lighting my mind,
Why have you lingered still
Although your absence I find?
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Forever Still
Teresa Harwood
The day was golden stillness;
I sat there breathing slow.
She lay there on her smelling bed
While her sonorous snores did grow.
With every breath a moment lost,
I saw her life slowly fading;
With open lips and wrinkled face,
There she was, twitching eyes, an etching.
I stood in contrast by her side:
With my soft skin and little self
Near leather skin and sprawled-out frame,
In grey I sketched her unhealth.
I see her now, her silhouette:
Her hair a broom is short and bent,
Her long and bulbous nose I reach,
But I am stroking only parchment.
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“Why are we reading, if not in hope of beauty
laid bare, life heightened and its deepest mystery probed? Can the writer isolate and vivify all in experience that most deeply engages
our intellects and our hearts? Can the writer
renew our hope for literary forms? Why are we
reading if not in hope that the writer will magnify and dramatize our days, will illuminate and
inspire us with wisdom, courage, and the possibility of meaningfulness, and will press upon
our minds the deepest mysteries, so that we
may feel again their majesty and power? What
do we ever know that is higher than that power
which, from time to time, seizes our lives, and
reveals us startlingly to ourselves as creatures
set down here bewildered? Why does death so
catch us by surprise, and why love? We still and
always want waking.”
—Annie Dillard, The Writing Life

Djarum
Silas Tippens
Jesus smoked two packs
In my room.
I could hardly recognize
His face amidst the fumes.
“I thought you quit?”
Sarcasm dripped from my voice.
“It’s been a rough century.
I had no other choice.”
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Crusader
Silas Tippens
Hey! What are you doing with that?
Books are for reading, not for combat.
Don’t pluck a verse to hit across heads,
Or did not your God teach how Evil spreads?
Perhaps if we understood
the teaching of the Books,
We’d lower the ironsights
and lose contempt looks
Before we brand believers
To all be Crusader crooks.
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We Are Eight
Aubrianna Pennington
I am we, we are eight
We are different, but beautiful in unity
We hold hands around the table, yet
there is no pulse that rushes through us
My heart does not beat to the pattern of your drum
Our being is in the aging vegetables piled on the counter
and the books stacked next to dirty glasses
Our shoes all in a row inside the door tie me to y’all,
and I weep over those bonds that bind me,
for better or for worse
Attacked together, suffering alone;
We have prayed hollow words
And we have prayed heavy silence
I am alone, but we are always together
You have been given me, and whole-heartedly,
falteringly, hesitantly, gladly
I give you me
Living life alongside me, I became we;
We are eight
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Northeast Alabama
Drew Lattner
(subtitle: a field of roses)
This is my favorite place, possibly in the whole world,
Though I haven’t seen it all, I don’t want to leave,
Such beauty, at my fingertips,
I must walk away at the end of the day,
If I brought them home with me, they would die,
Slowly, drying in the sterility and tiles,
I can’t seem to pick just one, either,
Place in a glass vase on my shelf,
Maybe I’ll be turned around to see the bloom
In my own backyard.
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ASTRONOMY 101: BREAKING THE ICE
Molly Hulsey
WHENEVER MY UNIVERSE TUMBLES
OUT OF
			
MY MOUTH
			
LIKE
				
KRISHNA’S
WHENEVER
		I wish
			TO SPLIT
				the Ant		
ARTIC CONTINENT
Asunder
and let
fossilized rivers run
to the kiddie pool
of every seventh sea,
but, i’m not a god
and my cosmos
isn’t anyone else’s
even so,
that doesn’t mean
We can’t compare
on what
one finds
behind the quasars,
because there’s more
that’s mirrored
notes
than
We like
to admit
and even snowflakes
look the same
from light years away.
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Another Sunset in Tennessee
Molly Hulsey
“I saved mortals so that they did not descend,
blasted utterly, to the house of Hades….
Yes, I caused mortals to cease foreseeing their doom.
Of what sort was the cure
that you found for this?
I caused blind hope to dwell within their breasts.”
-Prometheus Bound
Prometheus landed on an Aegean molehill
with anxious footprints and good intentions
as he lit hatred
into the likes of Smokey
the bear,
shuffling unbeknownst to
the clay vessels of a fire-god
across an entire Atlantic poised
in forests
to put out the sparks.
But after all these years,
we can still see the glimmering
on some western razor’s ridge,
return
of liquid deity liver
buoyed up somehow
above
and between
the black magic of the ash,
the spires of hollow hemlocks.
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Sunday Morning
Sarah Perri
Sundays, too, my father got up early
and left his wife with relief.
Then when the dull yellow came in,
he would crack my door
and watch me
and I would pretend not to be watched.
Then he’d sigh into my brothers’ room
and come back to mine.
“You have to wake up in an hour.”
“We’re going to be on time today.”
We never were.
But some days he would sit,
in silence, in my checkered chair
and talk to me.
Morning conversations, that he wanted to cherish,
But I’d throw away with the flip of my pillow.
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I too, have lain dormant
Rachel Krumenacker
Ferns, when preparing for rebirth in the spring,
turn their fronds brown and shrivel as if dying.
Do not do as I have done,
tossing my potted fern out to compost,
since I believed it was dead,
only to discover, months later,
thumbing through my grandmother’s Birds and Blooms,
that it only had been asleep.
Would I uproot the oak in November, because it had lost
each of its leaves?
Make me a fern, that this brownness would mean rebirth.
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Teleological eudaimonia, or, Clapping along because I know
that happiness is the truth
Hunter Rasmussen
If I am infinite,
imagining myself stretching
to any corner of the universe I want,
upturning mountains, flinty rock,
and anyone is mine,
then these measured limbs,
the blood underneath my fingernails,
those who taunt me,
just out of my reach,
are all just
confining.
If I am a machine,
an intricate, self-sustaining, self-healing,
energy-processing system designed
just to house one functioning organ,
and I want to be like anyone else,
then the lips I’ll never kiss,
the stories I keep reading,
the picture books I take for reality,
the climax that I can only imagine,
just make me
emaciated.
If I am worthless,
prone to wander, damned to exile,
the one who spat in my father’s face
and turned my back on him,
cheap broken piece of generic pottery,
then all these tears
are just filling up my frame,
freezing into the invisible shape of my life,
and of course feeling bad
just feels
good.
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If you are my end,
fragments of gold blinding my –
solar flares on your head and –
a death ray of love bowing down even
the most bold walking up to you,
then to be so close
and not make contact with you,
but only stand or tremble,
and not fall down to be lifted up by your hands,
is just
killing.
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Orchestra 11/18
Alex Wheat
Pervasive yelling
The wind ripping through these limbs
Orchestra of not yet fallen leaves being shaken and thrown from
their trees
Orchestra of visible gusts of fog, twirl around tree trunks, sounds of
homogeneous hogs
And I feel like Jonah and their boat
Maybe I’m guilty
I still won’t
I didn’t know the shame until you taught it to me
The fog is so dense, everything unknowable
And now I really feel like Jonah, or God
Hiding, in the hull of the boat,
I’m casting lots to see who taught me to hide
I mean, who put the thorn in my body
I mean, who can make this storm subside.
(Pervasive yelling
Packs of wolves, brothers and sisters
Ripping through these limbs
Gusts of fog making mysteries out of trees and branches and leaves
And I’m the sinking log that drifts into the murky dark
Maybe I’m drowning
I still won’t
I didn’t know the shame until you taught it to me
My mind is so dense, everything seems unknowable
And now I’ve drifted deeper, losing my shape
Let’s try to touch the open flame
I mean, use are arms to swim to that light
I mean, let’s get dry and warm again)
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6
Carrie Mixon
As I watch my bus, just missed, lumber down the road, I know that I
will now have half an hour to sketch, to catch what my iPhone can’t see.
Sketching again on the following bus, I know I will never be inconspicuous, with this skin and hair and tongue, as the woman in the seat
across from me tells me each time we catch eyes between looking out the
window. So be it! Then I will draw you without you knowing, friend,
and remember that I was also in your eyes. My wobbling road lines
will turn into jots of words to you too. Let me speak to you an unheard
conversation:
I’ve learned, mother,
that you and I are both strangers here.
I’ve learned it by our skin; by your features you have not
always been here.
Now you are old, well wrapped in your flowered scarf,
but once you were young, south and west of this place.
Why did you come, mother?
I am lighter, you are darker than our neighbors
and both of us wonder why the other
is riding the bus
to the Medina
this morning.
Are you Moroccan now, mother? Do you have a son who got to France,
while here you stay
to live your days
and to ride
the bus?
Again, we catch each other’s eyes,
but I will never know you more than this gentle glance
or more than your relief
that a boy gave you his seat.
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My Political Opinions
Matthias Overos
I like the trees and sometimes I name them.
If I had a canoe, I would name that too,
and I don’t mind when branches pull the hems
of my pants; for, that’s what branches do.
I like cities and the people in them.
I even like the pigeons and how they,
like no man would dare, fly into the urban fen
big-eyed, eating scraps salvaged and brayed.
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“I can’t explain what I mean. And even if I could,
I’m not sure I’d feel like it.”
—J.D. Salinger, The Catcher in the Rye

2:45 am, virginia
Matt Schmincke
there’s snow and ice on the window
next to your head
when you wake up in the morning
the sky is dark and cold and blue
and your dreams are slowly
leaking into light,
filling your room
with impossible colors
and beautiful shapes
and
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Disposition
Luke Harvey
Our nature
Longs
To wander and wonder
Long
At His nature.
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Crumbles
Joseph Klingman
On social media bush-wars after the Paris and Kenya attacks, November 2015.

Embers and dust fall on smoke trails to charred piles of broken stones
Still warm
Still red with blood and fire.
Yet some who survive salvage new ammunition with pride.
Too long have they chafed against held curses
Eager to point pistols at fellows
just as lost in the fallout as they are.
Now they loose themselves like dogs without object.
One hundred and forty chances to hit a target that isn’t there.
Not long and they’ll realize
I trust
That their trigger-happy efforts were wasted, once sprung
Each breath only now too precious once gone
Vainly snatched at once given to the sulphur-dust.
The guerilla cries will grow silent in their high towers
As they die to idealism, fall from affluent abstractions
and break apart on the corners of truth.
I am no prophet.
I sit in alleyways between falling buildings
Clutching a lamb in one arm
My family in the other,
Feeling like peace was a flashlight
(in shaky hands, but there)
punched vainly into the coming wave of pyre-powder.
No, I am no prophet, but I watch
Somehow live on
And wonder aloud.
Don’t know if anyone is a prophet anymore.
Not because the world doesn’t need one
But because it never listened.
And it crumbles.

The Future Encountered on a Path
Luke Harvey
A future couple passed me today
Some steps ahead of me in years and in knowing and in
Distance to the front door.
I watched from behind
Marveling at their closeness to one another.
Adam walked with Eve anew and youthful,
Sharing life and body space like mild conversation,
Surely not perfect, but on their way together.
So much I could tell from a distance.
I saw the future couple again sometime later.
This time they were the marvellers
From the second story window,
Gazing at past haunts from a familiar vantage.
And I thought
There by the grace of God may go I ere long
Perhaps soon, I may only have been what I am now
Standing there with someone or with God
Looking out at what will have changed and remained
And the shadow that looks on and writes poems about me
Will be nothing like I thought he was at the time.
Or perhaps another path has been set out before me.
Either way, time disproves perspectives
Even as it encourages new ones.
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I Had Kettle Corn On My Lips
Shannon Hunt
And you thought that was delightful and absurd,
that we coated something sour with fluffy confection.
I hated the way our limbs felt like two trees
fighting over the same plot of land.
Still we pretended to grow upward
fooled into believing the entanglement
of our limbs meant
mmmmmm you
			mmmmm me
		Yes, love
We found the carcass of a deer on the way—
he told us ‘turn back,’ in fewer words.
When you called me to collect
your things from the pockets of my cheeks,
I told you about the other deerthe one I saw explode on the
hood of the neighbor’s car
when I was awake when I shouldn’t have been,
thinking of how my footprints beside that carcass
said:
			Guilty! Guilty!
And how maybe the blood of the second
Could wash us both forgiven
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Lost in the Web
Teresa Harwood
And Anne was killed for her adultery
But it is never quite that simply solved.
For Henry cheated on her right and left
But first he cheated Catherine queen for Anne
The court was witness: watching, gossiping,
Some tried to solve the drama of the king,
But it is never quite that simply solved.
The women wishing good became ensnared.
Thus Jane was caught in Henry’s spiderweb.
But Anne, she felt the passion run away
As the gleam of his eyes turned from fire to ice,
For there he was but he was not truly there.
And though her heart did stay to Henry true,
Her spirit left; she had been left alone.
And people talked. They said mean fruitless things
And joked about her almost fruitless womb
Which conceived fruitless marriage still as death.
They tried to solve the puzzle and enclose
Dear Anne into a box to pin her down
But it is never quite that simply solved-Queen Anne is now enclosed in the wood box
They constructed for her years and years past
But now her spirit and her head aren’t there
For it is never quite that simply solved.
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Age Old Questions
Silas Tippens
You perceive twenty-two years as perhaps only twenty-two days.
A comet spends each two-hundred year orbit singing only of your praise
Until its journey abruptly ends with the striking of a larger rock;
A butterfly effect to cause my hand to give your door a knock.
But what caused your heavenly hand to guide me to where you now reside?
And what led you to the conclusion that my sinful soul should be let inside?
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Daydreaming Thomas
Silas Tippens
I sort of spaced out
Into an ethereal dream
While she fell back
Into her usual routine
Of noticing
Amidst the material
That
Which my eyes have never seen.
She ponders for a bit in confusion
The possible reasons for my doubt,
But it’s the subject of possibility
The inexplicable mind can’t figure out
As I soar above the tops of buildings
And dive into the Atlantic ocean
With uncanny buoyancy I believed
As just another preconceived notion
Until I cast that fact
Into the back
Of the recycle bin
After I break
The REM cycle
And consciousness
clocks back in.
And still you ask
Why I’ve yet
To fall in love again?

Virginia Highway
Aubrianna Pennington
The dimples and curves of a vast and beautiful body
Laid out unabashedly.
A spotted skin of beige, gray, green
Painstakingly primped
As a bride for her groom.
Her Looming granite ribs
Tear through time worn skin
And the gaping fracture
Covers over with lichen and kudzu.
She yet lives,
She heaves, sighs, shudders, groans.
She settles into being,
With a scream, hum, song, moan.
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The Wall
Drew Lattner
I did it,
I broke through,
Like an elephant, it sat there,
Blank paint mocking me,
A brick fortress sitting on a hill of good intentions,
Rimmed with Scriptures and Nunnery,
Although I can’t take much credit,
I had beaten other walls with no hint of dent,
She let me in
That second date.
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Grandchild Ballad 286
Molly Hulsey
My grandmother’s vanity
had never been
just a piece of furniture —
She sailed upon the low, the lonesome low,
She sailed upon the lonesome sea
some inheritance
washed up
from the backwaters
of her will
and good intention.
He sank her in the low, lonesome low,
He sank her in the lonesome sea
If one looked back
over the hold
of inspirational calendars
going back
to 1945,
hidden and
inconsequential in the
bottom drawer,
he or she
could understand
what would drive a woman
so far to bear a family name
through the flotsam.
Because humility is just a virtue.
It’s neither preserved
nor petrified for future living rooms.
I’m sinking in the low, lonesome low
Sinking in the lonesome ocean.
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from an innocent bystander among the shrubbery
Molly Hulsey
so cut and dried,
these lives.
we build our beds
in a dehydrator
and hibernate
until we hear the rain.
shrink-wrapped jerky
hung in rows
at any convenience store.
it won’t shriek
when we shred a small enough piece.
it no longer has nerve-endings,
nor can you pick out the gristle.
on sunny days,
i appreciate strolls
between square hedge rows
where i can watch the world pass by
on endless pairs of legs
beneath the branches.
they pace between pigeons
torso-less
striding off
in some other direction
than my own
and therefore,
inconsequential.
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“The written word is weak. Many people prefer
life to it. Life gets your blood going, & it smells
good. Writing is mere writing, literature is
mere. It appeals only to the subtlest senses—
the imagination’s vision, & the imagination’s
hearing—& the moral sense, & the intellect.
This writing that you do, that so thrills you,
that so rocks & exhilarates you, as if you were
dancing next to the band, is barely audible to
anyone else.”
—Annie Dillard, The Writing Life

Bod Faith
Hunter Rasmussen
I get some supreme pleasure out of
a flight attendant,
her Eastern Orthodox benediction
showering the cabin in beauty,
tossed back and forth
toward the gates of heaven
a black woman,
behind the songleader,
neatly coiffed onyx,
pressing down, shaking together,
rising angelic to third position
as she makes me believe
the tithe will be returned
a thick beard,
in front of a song
or surrounding a prayer,
so that I hug close enough
to be nuzzled.
Sometimes it turns me on,
Rodin’s object,
bronzed skin barely sheathing
the deposits of strength,
posing as a human with
eyes that never see me
detached limbs,
can’t all fit in the frame,
what are they doing?
Contracting and convulsing –
wow, look how happy they are,
makes me want to be
just like them
androids,
with their tender hearts,
tender touch of metal,
and anyone can be a robot;

that’s how I get turned on.
I just want a touch,
my awkward hands upturned,
waiting for someone’s skin
to greet mine in a holy kiss;
I wish I could lean against
my brother’s hairy chest
and hear yours pounding.
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Reincarnation
Rachel Krumenacker
Happy Mother’s Day, my brother told me in a dream.
We stared through a cardboard forest, stenciled stale leaves
that shared more similarities with my hand,
part of a skit that the children of the church would perform
after the service. Father Levi lisped passages
regarding who should and would go first, now and always—
amongst fake trees painted on paper pulp,
trees once more.
He leans into my cramping shoulder, smelling of lemon and nicotine,
and hands me a pink-tinged carnation with his congratulations.
You didn’t know? he says, as I’m shaking my head. You raised me
since before you knew your own name
or mine. I was lost,
but now am found. I was dead,
but now am alive again.
I wake up with restlessness, as I always do after my brother
makes his frequent visits to my dreams.
I wonder if a real brother would have the same urgency
this one leaves behind,
curled at the foot of my bed like a feral cat.
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Prayer IV (in the style of Sabbaths)
Rachel Krumenacker
Lord, forgive me for every time I’ve believed myself
inconvenienced by my friends. I confess to holding
bitterness against those whom I love more dearly
than my own egotism will allow.
Forgive the quickness with which I anger
at those whom I want to call me friend—as if I had
never done them any wrongs. Or perhaps
this one forgiveness does not come from You.
This skein of pride you knit me together with is netted like a
hunter’s snare,
the weave loose enough to permit meeker dove and grouse to slip
through,
but not the proud-necked pheasant. I am far from
innocent, but they say innocent dolphins can become trapped in
fishers’ nets
cast out for different prey, and drown. Lord, I must breathe
the clear air, but these nets drag me down to the depths,
unable to surface from the dark waters of myself,
where the trail of my iridescent breath escapes
in bubbles to the distant surface. The saltwater fish
caught alongside me scan my thrashing with their flat eyes,
unaware, or perhaps wholly aware, that I cannot survive
here, where they have spent the entirety of their lives.
I see in the way they gape their slick mouths they believe
I can breathe in the salt, since I can swim in it,
and live.
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Basilicas
Charles Duble
aren’t churches.
Many stand mostly empty now confession boxes in raucous silence.
It has been an eternity since my last confession.
The Basilica of St. Louis cost $3,000,000
and it stands alone on a block north of Ferguson.
It seats 5000 but I found it empty.
There’s a mosaic there;
the largest in the Western Hemisphere.
For five dollars they’ll let you see it.
And In the basement a crypt for the bishops where
you can take pictures.
St. Peter’s Basilica is its own country.
It took 120 years to build.
There are workers buried in its foundations.
For 16 euros you can have a tour,
just like tens of thousands every day.
Tax free.
An old man froze last year,
He Fell asleep a half mile from the basilica.
He didn’t ask for 10%,
But he wanted a blanket.
There are many attractions:
The True Cross,
The Holy Nails,
The spear that killed Christ,
and you can see them for an additional fee.
No photographs.
At the Basilica of St. John Babtiste you can see God’s face,
It’s supposedly burnt into his burial shroud and
at 7pm every night - if you have a ticket,
you can kneel and worship in front of it.

the things we see
Matt Schmincke
burn the backs of
our eyes, the things we see and
the things we think
we see through crushing noise and
static sounds and filtered shapes
of filtered colors,
I stayed up too late last night too,
It happens.
the things we see
big nerves and clouds and melting flowers,
bursts of light
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Broken Rock
Luke Harvey
If broken rock shows water’s strength
And end of life the seconds’ length;
If termite’s bite’s the house’s rue
And sickly cell’s the cancer’s cue;
If simplest strokes can fault the art
Then smallest words can heal the heart.
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On Silence
Luke Harvey
Solitude is cultivated, pruned and honed
like backyard gardens, clipped and shaped to grow
like grapevines on a fence. Not many know
from birth exactly how to be alone;
We tend to feel anxiety at silence,
as if the quiet waits for us to speak,
needs us to speak, as if we owe the “bleak”
and “lonely” stillness words to give a sense
of meaning to the calm: like it needs our sounds!
Aloneness should be practiced, tried, rehearsed
until we feel at rest when all’s dispersed
and all we have are thoughts around
to keep us company. Learn to be alone –
To sing the stillness, embrace the void – to grant
the seed of tranquil solitude a chance
to soak into our souls. And when we’ve grown
accustomed to the voices of our minds,
removed ourselves, adjusted to the space
aloneness has to offer us, we’ll face
the stillness, embracing what we may find.
For what are words in a world that’s built of speech?
Perhaps in silence we’ll hear our poetry.
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Walk Away
Joseph Klingman
One day I dreamed I’d just walk away from it all
Just go out and start walking
It’d be a bright sunny Florida day
And the trees and all would be a bright breezy green.
I’d step right out of this nightmare wheel
No more pulling at my seams
No more factory-driven stress tests
I’d be free for one naïve day.
The mountain I live on would roll easy under my feet and leave me
Looking out at a nice purple cloud
Comfort and thunder waiting with a lukewarm rain kiss
Like when I was a kid
When I cared more or less.
That there is more to dream of is proof and hope
To a young soul who aches in
A poor attempt at long-suffering
That there is more still beyond the gates of the fallen garden
Which even this translucent happiness will pale to
I know that long far ahead
I’ll emerge from the shadows
And walk away from it all.
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Day/break on Infirmary Drive
Molly Hulsey
The morning moon is a breakfast plate,
Not yet shattered.
Some orb of porcelain
Wavering above our heads,
Resurrected,
Once again.
(Sigh)
We sit pensive
Below a table half-imagined,
By the thicket
On our haunches
In a ditch.
We were washed here last night,
In the deluge,
The muck is thick to our ankles.
We’ve seen this all before.
The loaf ’s still stale.
It’s been broken a million times over,
Why pantomime that it’s complete?
The shards still shine sharp within the gravel,
Yesterday’s crumbs are rolled
As seeds into the dirt.
They come up barbed,
Cupping blackberry wine.
We spit out the pits,
Out of which
Boredom builds metropolises in miniature.
We craft towers to reach the table,
To chunk them down again.
Just last night,
We counted cows jumping over the moon,
We watched the fork run off with the spoon.

Their children, the sporks,
Were left to wander the earth:
Illegitimate litter by the interstate.
So much silverware strewn across the highway.
There’s no telling what tine to take.
Seems there are so many lefts
And more rights
Left of yet.
Forceps and a shovel
Seem to be the only utensils appropriate,
Really.
We grip the ware, wary.
The cracks are apparent,
But,
These dishes are sealed with glitter glue.
The gravity of repetitious motion
Sews up these celestial bodies in surgery.
The craters and constellations,
They beckon a face,
A face etched with boils,
But a face all the same.
I promise, it’s not just pareidolia.
Does the night seem like an ink-blot to you?
It’s splotched coffee on the table cloth after all.
The dew still steams from the dishwasher.
What seems to be a fogged ghost of globe
Is a once-soiled spirit, hung out to dry.
The cloth napkins really are necessary.
They can’t be thrown away.
The linens must be refolded
And put back to their places.
This might look like the road
From hospital to hospital,
But somehow,
It’s more than that.

Battles
Rachel Krumenacker
Hungry and angry, each day I wake into the world,
ready to war with it.
This ongoing war, in which both sides have lost—
I have lost seesaws and walkie talkies,
dogs I have loved, symmetrical balance on thin curbs and guardrails;
I’ve lost long, deciduous days in the woods around my house,
my manila folder filled with stinkbomb recipes, letters
from my friends; I’ve lost my love of chocolate milk
and my mother’s lap.
But the world has lost, too.
It can keep my gapped, yellow teeth;
It can keep my fear of riding bikes and driving cars.
Wear my long dishwater hair as its trophy,
hang all the irrational angry thoughts I’ve had against my friends
on the wall, above the squashy blue couch.
Just don’t give back to me my thin wrists wringing
the cap off the prescription bottle,
though in the end, I twisted it back on.
Keep the ice balls, name calls, name tags, push pins, pencil tips, rocks,
everything you threw at me, and the places you left me alone—
the hay barn, and on the bus ride there, when I was singing;
between the colonnade of open lockers, on the slick floor of
the natatorium,
the ever-sighing beanbag, leaking its insides on the floor in a way I
wish I knew how.
Those lie fallen, littering the green field of memory,
where the townsfolk will emerge, in the smoke-filled morning,
shaking from their heads the sounds of cannon fire and dying men,
to clear away the bodies and bury them
in unmarked graves.
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the commute
Molly Hulsey
one day,
in the unsterilized seats of the subway,
rattling beneath the junction of 63rd and 15th,
a man breathed all too close to me
						and the oxygen
became all too thin,
as asphyxiating
as the atmosphere
wavering above Everest,
annoyed

and I glanced over,

to see where all this stolen air

was going to,

and there,

superimposed on a palette of black-and white broadside type was
a flitting league of faces, features gliding into another haphazardly;
here an iris became a pursued mouth, there
an earlobe another’s floating cheekbone, and yet,
all of them could be counted separately in a census account,
crawling over each other
as they were, like insects.
those surreal sketches,
like all art,
			greatly disturbed me
				in either sense
and I turned my own face aside
so it wouldn’t trickle away
and mingle
with the others.
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HOGMANAY IN THE RHODODENDRON HELLS
Molly Hulsey
the plunging vale
of deep december stick ditch
with opalesque heft
seeping down
from heaven
to hollow
sewn-in
by brittle branches
and pig gut
oh druid’s wake
in hooded train
now
replaced
shiftiness
with clack track
and plowing perseverance
of railroads
fiddle corpses
and clothespins
abandoned
by foot-shaped ashes
pointing to
the dooryards
of old folks’ homes,
once again
self-proclaimed scenic
crossing
diasporic
by-ways
for every
scattering of america
because the ridge-runner
had been ugly
before

now
sap snaps
and one can’t tell
which stand resurrected
or toppled
towards the sky
oh tweaked towers
of musk
and must
peeling in sylvan sacrifice
itching for something
noir and new
but aching for archaity
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Homie
Silas Tippens
After we had passed around our time
Like a handout from a middle school teacher
Which left us as curiously disinterested
As the typical middle school kid-creature,
I had begun to realize we all had fun
While I analyzed the past
That I hold beneath my beanie.
With the help of Aladdin’s nameless genie,
Tupac, and the also-immortal Houdini,
I relived the photos we claim
Frame us as fresh as a French Martini.
And if you don’t believe me,
Well, I’d be quite surprised,
Considering the retina-rays,
Which flashed such a look
From behind your eyes
To broadcast the current thought
That’s now crossing your mind
Which you’d otherwise only tell
To your roommate, pet, and/or the Lord divine.
You remember the fun we had, too.
Well, besides the homework, and exams,
And the whole “Hell freezing over”
Which couldn’t stop our professor’s plans
To take down our GPA’s
And No-School snow days.
Comradery through common enemy.
Tomfoolery as tedium’s remedy.

Shalom
Teresa Harwood
And when the sun splinters your face:
Its weight falls on your bare shoulders,
Please know that I sent it with embrace
For it is the best messenger.
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